ALL ABOUT TRINITY!

says writer RICHARD GREEN

HALFWAY along a straight line drawn between jazz and pop, lies a group called Trinity. Their high comedy and musical sound has attracted a devoted following and as the year's first album, 'Three Tracks', nears release, they are about to become a household name.

The group is comprised of members John Cherwy, Richard Green, and Jack Rose. Their sound is often compared to the Rolling Stones, with a touch of the Beatles.

Repertoire

The group's repertoire includes a mix of original and cover songs, with a heavy emphasis on their own compositions. Their most popular song is 'Three Tracks', which has been a hit on the airwaves.

Three tracks

1. 'Three Tracks'
2. 'Changed'
3. 'Given up'

Changed

The group's sound has evolved over the years, with a shift towards a more bluesy style in recent years. Members are looking forward to the release of their new album and are excited to see how their fans will respond.

Given up

The group has faced criticism for their lyrics, which are often seen as offensive by some. However, the members are determined to stay true to their sound and continue to create music that they enjoy.

TINY TIM IS BIG ENJOYMENT

says ANN MOSES from Hollywood

We are family.

We are family.

Changed

I have loved what he taught me.
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Well, doggone — if it ain’t John Rowles

"The way I imagine myself," said John Rowles, "is walking down that main street with two six-guns each side of me. It’s the way I’d like to sit down and see myself in my first movie."
BYRDS LONG-FLY WORTH IT

saying NICK LOGAN after big show

Lost beauty

Soulful Joe

R. DEAN TAYLOR IS WRITER FIRST

JAN KENWOOD
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"I SING FOR THE FUN OF SINGING"

Donovan talking to Keith Altham

Worried?

Cartoon

The Beatles named them. Their first disc made the charts. 86,000 voted for them to appear on Tony Blackburn's TV show! Now their hit-bound new single-

"C'MON MARIANNE"

"AIN'T IT GOOD"

RCA 1716

RCA
TOP SINGLES REVIEWED BY DEREK JOHNSON

DYNAMIC TOM SHOWS WHY HE IS OUR BEST!

Herman hat-trick

Sun should shine on Herman hat-trick

HIGHLY COMMERCIAL P AND G WITH MORE POTENTIAL

Grapefruit in harmony

NEW SINGLES: PEACHES & HERB

UNITED 66-3546
Paul Revere and the Raiders
Bangin' From the Inside Out

The Electric Flag
We're All Alive

Marty Robbins
Love Life

Sly & the Family Stone
Who's Makin' Love

NEW SOUNDS

JACQUES BREIL IS ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING IN PARIS 68207

DOUBLE ALBUM

Original and album of new American musical opened at the London Palladium in New York.

PIA FM 2YD

PINX FLOYD

THE ROLLING STONES PLAY HOHNER

Like everyone everywhere, they know Hohner produce the "world's best" harmonicas. Hohner also make melodicas, accordions and electronic organs.

THE DEMオ-pane

Farewell to the SEEKERS

Judith: No hit aspirations

MANFREDS TOUR CANNED APPLAUSE!

A colony of little children - aged - were queuing outside the Odeon. Terry Jacks, of the Manfred Men, to see the band play. As they finally took the stage, the audience were receiving a huge ovation from the audience. It was then that Terry Jacks, the lead singer, announced the news. The crowd went silent.

"NO SINGING TODAY!

THE DEMオ-pane

Details and descriptive catalogues from --

HOHNER
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**DRISCOLL, ROWLES SIGNED TO EXCLUSIVE TV DEALS**

Julie Driscoll, with the Brian Auger Trinity and John Rowles, has been signed to exclusive TV contracts by the new London Weekend TV company. Julie and John will be the resident guest stars in the weekly "Dave Dee Spectaculum" on Sunday evenings, and John will appear periodically in the company's variety evening shows. For guest appearances by the new company are Marty Strobl, Esther Ofreneo, Sandie Shaw and Roy Orbison. Vikki Carr is to star in two of her own shows in October.

**YARDBIRDS BREAK IN TWO**

Manfred Mann have announced the addition of Steve Winwood to their line-up. The Yardbirds will break in two, with two bands being formed, one with Eric Clapton, and the other with Jeff Beck and Jimmy Page. The former band will be known as the Yards and the latter as the Beards and Page.

**SEEKERS 'LIVE' FAREWELL LP**

The Seekers' farewell performance, which they gave last Friday at the Albert Hall, is to be released as a live LP. The album will be available in record stores this week.

**STIGWOOD EXPANDS**

Stigwood, the manager of the Rolling Stones, has expanded his operations to include the management of the Beach Boys. Stigwood is also reported to be interested in managing the Beatles.

**DAVE DEE, CILLA, ARTHUR BROWN ROWLES, GENE, AMEN, GRAPEFRUIT TV**

New TV bookings have been set for the Dave Dee Group, Amen Corner, John Rowles, the Rolling Stones, the Beach Boys and the H/buttons. The bookings have been made for the Dave Dee Group, Amen Corner, John Rowles, the Rolling Stones, the Beach Boys and the H/buttons.

**MORE DOLLARS FOR TROGGS**

More money has been announced for the Troggs' recent recording of "Wild Thing". The recording has been described as a "hit" and has been selling well in record stores.

**MANFRED SAYS NO!**

Manfred Mann have announced that they will not be appearing on the "Battle of the Bands" show. The group has been invited to appear on the show, but has declined the invitation.

**HARRIS HOME: EVEN LONGER FOLLOW-UP**

Harris, the record company, have announced that they will be following up their recent hit with another record. The new record is expected to be released within the next few weeks.

**DONOVAN FOR TV SERIES, FILM, RUSSIAN CONCERTS**

Donovan has been signed to star in his own TV series on ABC TV. The series will consist of six half-hour shows, and will be screened during the spring and summer months.

**BEATLES BARRICADE**

Amidst the Festival of the City, the Beatles have barricaded themselves in their hotel. This is the first time the Beatles have refused to leave their hotel during the festival.

**SHOW STOPPERS SINGLE**

New single from the Show Stoppers, "You're Never Too Old to Rock 'N' Roll". The single is expected to be a hit and is available in record stores this week.
DRISCOLL, ROWLES SIGNED TO EXCLUSIVE TV DEALS

JULIE DRISCOLL: with the Brian Auger Trinity and John Rowles have been signed to exclusive TV contracts by the new London Weekend TV company, Julie and John will be the resident guest stars in the weekly "David Frost Spectacular," on Sunday evenings, and John will appear periodically in the company's outside event shows. See for guest appearances by the new company's managing director, Esther O'Flynn, Sandy Shaw and Roy Orbison. Fiddler Carr is to star in two of her own shows in October.

DAVE DEE, CILLA, ARTHUR BROWN, ROWLES, GENE, AMEN, GRAPEFRUIT

NEW TV bookings have been set for the Dave Dee Group, Amen Corner, John Rowles, Dee and Cilla, Amen and Grapefruit. The Beatles are to do their own ABC series, and a transatlantic tour date has been announced for Esther O'Flynn's solo appearance, and to see The Bird and the Bee in a concert tour next week.

SEEKERS 'LIVE' FAREWELL LP

The Seekers' farewell performance, which is Saturday night at the Empire, will be broadcast live on radio and television. The group is due to announce a farewell tour in the coming weeks.

STIGWOOD EXPANDS

Stigwood Productions has announced the signing of a new artist, Peter Gabriel. Gabriel has recently made his name in the UK with his solo work, and is now set to make his mark in the US.

ROY ORBISON: London cabaret, another concert tour

ROY ORBISON has announced a new tour, which will start in London in the New Year. The tour will take in the UK, Ireland, and Europe, and will run until the end of March. Orbison's previous tour was in the US and Canada, and was a huge success.

STONES TO L.A.

The Rolling Stones are to play in Los Angeles in the New Year. This will be their first appearance in the US in nine months, and is set to be a major event.

BRADFORD TV SERIES

The TV series "Speedway" has been taken over by the Bradford Television Company. The series, which is currently in production, is set to be broadcast in the coming weeks.

ROY & DAVE DISC FIRM

Roy & Dave have formed their own record label, which will specialise in rock and roll music. The label is set to launch in the New Year with a new album by one of the label's artists.

POPLINERS

The Poopliners are a new band who have recently released their first single. The band is made up of members of the Poopliners' previous band, the Poopliners.

DONOVAN FOR TV SERIES, FILM, RUSSIAN CONCERTS

DONOVAN is to star in a new TV series, which is set to begin in the New Year. He is also set to make a film and a concert tour in Russia.

HARRIS HOME: EVEN LONGER FOLLOW-UP

Following their success with "Harris Home," the Harris Brothers are set to release a follow-up album in the New Year. The album is set to be a major success, and is expected to be released on the same label as the first album.

TIMEBOX FOR U.S. TV

The Timebox has been announced as the new US TV series, which is set to begin in the New Year. The series is set to be a major hit, and is expected to be broadcast on the same channel as the UK version of the show.

BEATLES BARRICADE

The Beatles are to launch a major tour in the New Year, which is set to be a major event. The tour is expected to sell out in minutes, and is set to be a major success.

AMONG THE FESTIVAL STARS

NME AT RIO AND SPLIT

As part of the NME at Rio and SPLIT festival, a number of artists will be performing. The festival is set to be a major event, and is expected to sell out in minutes.

TV STARRING RELEASES FROM DECCA

TOM JONES

TOM JONES Help yourself

MANTOVANI AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Theme from Villa Rides

The New Faces

If you love me

Jo Jo Gunne

Every story has an end

The Neat Change

I lied to Ann Marie

Billie Davis

Angels of the Morning

TELEVISION

AS FROM JULY 19TH - BARRY LANGFORD

Will be Safely Represented By

COLIN BERLIN - BARRY CATMAN

A.I.M., LONDON, W.1. 695 1154
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DYNAMIC TOM SHOWS WHY HE IS OUR BEST!

Sun should shine on Herman hat-trick

Highly commercial P and G with more potential

MANFREDS TOUR CANNED APPLAUSE!

NEW SINGLES: PEACHES & HERB
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"THE ROLLING STONES PLAY HOHNER"

Like everyone everywhere, they know Hohner produce the "world's best" harmonicas. Hohner also make melodicas, accordions and electronic organs.
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BYRDS LONG-FLY WORTH IT

says NICK LOGAN after big show

Last beauty

Soulful Joe

R. DEAN TAYLOR IS WRITER FIRST

HIS GREAT FIRST ALBUM!

JOHN ROWLES

Grapefruit

"C'MON MARIANNE"

Donovan talking to Keith Altham

Worried?

Cartoon

The Beatles named them. Their first disc made the charts. 86,000 voted for them to appear on Tony Blackburn's TV show. Now their hit-bound new single...
Well, doggone — if it ain’t John Rowles

"The way I imagine myself," said John Rowles, "is walking down that main street with two six-guns each side of me. It's the way I'd like to sit down and see myself in my first movie."

By KEITH ALTHAM

Chart newcomer Robert John lived with music always
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CUPID WATCHES WATCHERS

One of Wycliffe Geroge's favourite pastimes is observing how people react towards him. Wycliffe, it should be noted, has hair that once set out to be curly, now often turns up in all forms of the least and least of all in the centre parting.

By NICK LOGAN

Roll call

Renamed

ONLY 5/- DOWN for 3 LPs.
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THE SENSATIONAL TIM

(TIM IF I Were a Carpenter)

HARDIN

The First British Concert of
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ALL ABOUT TRINITY!

says writer RICHARD GREEN

HALFWAY along a straight line drawn between jazz and the world of film lies Trinity, a musical experiment that dares to bear the label of 'rock and roll.' It's the brainchild of singer Lloyd Price, who created a band around his own repertory of songs. This repertory has the added distinction of being the first ever to be performed exclusively on stage.

The band's sound is a cross between the blues and rhythm and blues, with a touch of soul thrown in for good measure. The members are all under twenty, and their energy is reflected in their music. Price himself is a master of the piano, and his playing is a driving force behind the band's sound.

Three tracks

Repertoire

Changed

Given up

ANDY GRAY talks to the BEATLES, 1968

THE Beatles met the press—a very rare occurrence these days—after a showing of the Apple-presented film, "Yellow Submarine," which is colorful, sometimes ingenious, but overall rather boring.

We are family

grocers, says Paul

There's been a lot of interest in the group's next move. Paul McCartney has hinted that they might be producing an album, but no definite plans have been announced. The group has always been known for their creativity, and it's not surprising that they would want to push the boundaries of their sound again.
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RICHARD HARRIS TALKS ABOUT JIM WEBB

Richard Harris is one of those admirable housewives who controls a deeper sensitivity under a fine sense of the absurd and complete. But with a raucous feel for life which compensates for that Irishish simplicity.
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WHO'S WHERE

DODGY GAGS

RADIO LUXEMBOURG

THE NERVE

I HAVE USED DDD NOW FOR A WEEK AND EVERY SPOT HAS NOW GONE.

Dorson Hall from Liverpool.

I asked several what would be the best thing in the world for them to have. The answer was for Richard to show them how to do it and to have a good time doing it. And in the mean time they were busy working on a good idea. The DODD Company Limited.
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On transatlantic phone to NME's Keith Altham.
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Many thanks to Associated Newspapers Ltd., the publishers of the Daily Mirror, for permission to reproduce a photograph from their collection.